An investigation of potential time effects in retrospective reports of cocaine relapses.
Retrospective reports are widely used in social science research, such as studies of the relapse process. There is evidence, however, that such reports can be affected by a number of factors, including the passage of time. The goal of this study was to determine whether retrospective reports of cocaine relapses were influenced by the amount of time that had elapsed between the onset of the relapse and when the relapse interview was administered. A structured cocaine relapse interview was used to gather information on experiences prior to relapse and attributions for relapse. Evidence of linear and/or nonlinear time effects was found in two of the six subscales assessing experiences prior to relapse (Social Pressure to Use Drugs and Sensation Seeking), and there was evidence of logarithmic time effects in four of the six subscales that assessed attributions for relapses. These findings indicate that the amount of time between the onset of a relapse and when the subject is interviewed can influence reports of experiences prior to relapse and attributions for relapse. However, the magnitude of the time effects was generally small.